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1. SAFETY GUIDELINES

General

The information contained in this section applies not only to everyday 
equipment operation, but also to any procedure carried out on it, whether for 
preventive maintenance or in the case of repairs and the replacement of worn 
out parts.

It is very important to observe the safety warnings in this manual at all times. 
Failure to do so may result in personal injury and/or damage to the equipment 
or the rest of the installation.

Before beginning work on the equipment, read this manual carefully, and in 
case of any doubt, contact our Technical Service Center. We are available for 
any clarification that you might need.

Keep manuals in perfect condition and within reach of personnel that use the 
equipment and perform maintenance on it. 

Also provide necessary safety material: appropriate clothing, footwear, gloves 
and safety glasses.

In all cases, observe local regulations regarding risk prevention and safety.

Symbols

The symbols used on both the melter/applicator equipment and in this manual 
always represent the type of risk we are exposed to. Failure to abide by a 
warning signal may result in personal injury and/or damage to the equipment 
or the rest of the installation.

Warning: Risk of electrical shock. Carelessness may produce injury or death. 
 
 
Warning: Important information for the correct use of the system. May include 
one or several of the previous hazards, and therefore must be kept in mind to 
avoid damage and injury.
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SAFETY GUIDELINES

Electrical components

The system works with single-phase of a certain power. Never handle the 
equipment with the power connected, as this may result in powerful electrical 
shocks.

The installation must be correctly grounded.

The installation’s power cable conductors must match the required electric 
current and voltage.

Periodically inspect the cables to check for crushing, wear and tear, as well as 
to prevent tripping and falls as a result of their placement.

Although the system meets EMC requirements, it is inadvisable to use 
devices that transmit high levels of radiation, i.e., mobile phones or soldering 
equipment in their vecinity.

Thermal components

The controller maybe works in hotmelt sistems with temperatures that can 
exceed 200°C (392°F). The equipment must be operated using adequate 
protection (clothing, footwear, gloves and protective glasses) that completely 
cover exposed parts of the body.

Keep in mind that, due to the high temperatures reached, the heat does not 
dissipate immediately, even when the power (in this case, electric) source is 
disconnected. Therefore, use caution, even with the adhesive itself. It may 
remain very hot, even in a solid state.

In case of burns:

1. If the burn is the result of contact with melted adhesive, do not try to 
remove the adhesive material from the skin. Do not try to remove it 
once it has solidified either.

2. Cool the affected area down immediately with lots of cold and clean 
water. 

3. Seek medical attention as soon as possible either from the company’s 
medical service or the nearest hospital. Provide the medical staff with 
the Safety Information Sheet of the adhesive.
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Intended use

The equipment are designed to be used in the following conditions:

• Use of equipment with Focke Meler accessories.

• Installation of equipment according to the security regulations 
currently in force and the instructions provided in this manual 
(anchoring, electrical connection, hydraulic connection, etc).

• Use of equipment in non-explosive, non-chemically aggressive 
environments.

• Use of equipment following the safety instructions indicated in this 
manual, as well as on the labels accompanying the equipment, using 
adequate means of protection during each mode of operation.

Limited use

The equipment should never be used under the following conditions:

• Use of equipment in environments where cleaning is necessary using 
water jets.

• In potentially explosive atmospheres, aggressive chemical 
environments or outdoors.

• Use or operation without adequate safety protection.

• If the person in question does not have the necessary training to use 
the unit or to apply all of the necessary safety measures.

Note: Do not modify the equipment or use components that were not supplied 
by Focke Meler. For any modification of a component of the equipment or part 
of the installation, you must firstly consult the After-Sales Service
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2. INTRODUCTION

Description

Focke Meler’s StarBi pattern controller is a control system for the dispensing 
and positioning of hot-melt or vinyl glue (cold glue) adhesives in gluing 
applications.

This device has a place in any market related to industrial gluing with hot-
melt or cold glue, such as labelling machines, box folding machines, wood 
lamination, bookbinding…

The adhesive is applied by patterns with each pattern configurable with 
various beads. These patterns are executed by controlling the opening 
and closing of the application components in two different ways: by TIMES 
(programming in units of milliseconds) or by DISTANCES (programming in 
units of millimetres).

•  A product by TIMES works without knowing the speed of the production 
line. Delays and execution times are programmed and the pattern 
controller makes the patterns based on those times. 

 The time elapsed from the detection of the substrate by the photocell 
until the moment of the start of the application of the adhesive, as well 
as the time that defines the size of the bead, is established for each 
bead. If there is any variation in speed, the program will no longer be 
valid and the execution times will have to be modified.

•  A product by DISTANCES works by knowing the speed of the 
production line. The positions and sizes of the beads to be executed are 
programmed and the pattern controller makes the patterns based on 
those distances.

The distance of the position of the start of the bead with respect to the edge 
of the substrate, detected by the photocell, and the size (length) of the bead is 
established for each bead.

In the latter case, there must always be a configured installation, where the 
distances between photocells and solenoid valves, the compensation times 
and the reading configuration of the line speed are defined.

The line speed can be known in two different selectable ways: by means of an 
incremental encoder (pulse counter) or by an analogue input (0-10 V).

Intended use

The pattern controller must be used exclusively for the functions described in 
this manual and under the limitations indicated therein. 

Do not modify the installation or use components not supplied by Focke Meler. 
For any modification of a component of the unit or part of the installation, you 
must firstly consult the manufacturer.

Do not use power ratings greater than those indicated or with devices of 
voltages different from those specified.
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Basic terminology

Some of the terms used in the instruction manual are described below:

Channel: pair of homologous outputs through which the activation signals 
are transmitted to the applicator.

Cycle: period of time that includes the process of applying a product or 
substrate from the start to the end of it.

Input: the connection ports on the rear panel of the controller to introduce 
signals into the device, such as the photocell signal, 0-10 V, encoder, etc. 
are called inputs. These inputs can be analogue or digital.

Status: functional situation of the controller. 

Modbus RTU / Profibus: type of connection with the controller to manage 
it remotely. 

Pattern: model of adhesive dots and/or beads to be applied, based on a 
periodicity and repeatability. Each pattern can be configured with various 
beads. A different pattern can be assigned to each applicator. 

Product/Substrate: component to be glued and where the corresponding 
pattern will be applied.

Output: the connection ports on the rear panel of the controller used to 
determine the status of the device, such as the application output, 0-10 
V, error or status, are called outputs. These outputs can be analogue or 
digital.

StarBi series range

STARBI PATTERN 
CONTROLLER

6 PNP IO MB

Range  STARBI PATTERN CONTROLLER

Number of channels 2:2/4:4/6:6

Technology PNP: signal for photocell and   
  encoder inputs

Integration IO: No integrated / I1 : HMI   
  integrated in melter

Communications OB: sin / MB: ModBus /  
  PB : Profibus
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Mods of operation

The pattern controller has two modes of operation:

Manual mode: to enable purging, cleaning or depressurising of the installation 
or for checking the correct operation of the applicators. The selected outputs 
are activated by actuating the corresponding button. If the unit was working 
in automatic mode, it will be stopped when entering the MANUAL MODE 
screen. When leaving the manual mode, the unit changes to the STOPPED, if 
‘Automatic blocking of pumping/shots’ is activated.

Automatic mode: To execute application programs using patterns in the 
different channels.  It can be found in three different statuses: RUNNING, 
READY or STOPPED.

 STOPPED status_The mode where all the outputs are inactive. The unit 
starts in this mode; to change to RUNNING status (production), the 
following conditions must be met: 

- A product must have been selected.

- The unit must be enabled.

- It must be in temperature OK.

- Having a minimum speed programmed.

 Low speed status_Intermediate status. It is ready to execute the 
program and will do so automatically if the following conditions are 
met:

-  A product must have been selected.
- The unit must be enabled.
- Estar en temperatura OK.
- Having a speed below the minimum programmed. As soon as 
the speed exceeds the minimum programmed limit, it goes into 
RUNNING mode.

 RUNNING status_Production mode. The pattern controller executes 
the selected patterns of the product and where the outputs are 
activated or deactivated according to the selected product. If the 
temperature OK and minimum speed conditions (in products by 
distances) are no longer fulfilled, it will change to the READY or 
STOPPED status.

The unit always works in automatic mode except when the user enters the 
screen in manual mode. 
 
From STOPPED status you can go into MANUAL mode from the on-screen 
user menu.

Controller identification

When placing orders for replacement parts or requesting help from our 
Technical Service, you should know the model and reference number of your 
controller. 

This and other technical information will be found on the identification plate 
located on the side of the lower part of the controller.
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Main components

1.  Touchscreen

2.  Central light LEDs.

3.  RED LED, unit in STOPPED mode.

4.  Button to stop or turn on the program (STOPPED to RUNNING/RUNNING 
to STOPPED). 

5.  GREEN LED unit turned on.

6.  On/Off button on the screen.

7.  Connection for power supply (StarBi 4-6 Outputs).

8.  Power input fuse holder.

9.  Electrical power supply switch.

9

87

6

1

4
3 5
2
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Rear connections StarBi 4-6 Outputs

1.  Six inputs for photocells (according to model).

2.  Six outputs for activation channels of solenoid valves, 
two per channel (according to model).

3.  One 0-10 V analogue input for speed reading. 

4. Two 0-10 V analogue outputs for regulating pump 
pressure or motor speed (one isolated (1) and one 
uninsulated (2) that includes a pin with 24V / 100 mA 
supply).

5.  One input for encoder. 

6.  Digital inputs (general inhibition and temperature OK).

7.  Digital outputs (error and status).

8.  An RS485 port with Modbus RTU / Profibus 
communication (optional).

1

2

3 4 5

76

8
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Lower connections StarBi 2 Outputs

1.  Input for photocells (PG13).

2.  Digital inputs/outputs (PG9).

3.  Power input (PG13).

4.  Analogue inputs/outputs (PG13).

5.  Output for activation channels of 
solenoid valves, two per channel 
(PG13).

2 3 2 4 5

41
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Additional components to the installation

Applicators

All Focke Meler applicators controlled by 24 VDC solenoid valves (limited by 
the output power) can be connected. For other devices, consult the Central 
Office or your nearest Distributor.

Detection systems

The most suitable detection system (for presence of substrate or start 
of pattern) will be connected depending on the work to be carried out. A 
detection system can be a photocell, an inductive sensor, mechanical switch, 
pedal, etc. 

The connection will always be of the PNP type (switching to positive +). 

The most common device used is the photocell (optical sensor). Two types of 
photocells are mainly supplied:

It is sufficient to use the reflection photocell in most applications. Its detection 
distance is 30 cm and it can be used in light or dark operation mode (wired). 

The photocell with reflection optical fibre (direct reflection on the object) can 
be used for applications with limited space, difficult access or with small-
sized substrates. Its detection distance is 110 cm and it can be used in light or 
dark operation mode (switch). 

To connect other types of devices, consult your Focke Meler Representative or 
the Focke Meler Main Office.

Incremental encoder

An incremental encoder (pulse counter) is sufficient to read the line speed; it 
does not need to pass through zero or need rotational direction.

Three types of encoder are available to users (200, 400 and 1000 pulses per 
revolution) with two different attachment versions: for conveyor, with rolling 
disc; for shaft, with elastic coupling. The conveyor bracket has a tension 
system, using a torsion spring, to ensure permanent contact of the wheel on 
the conveyor.  
 
You have to use the encoder’s auto-adjust function to find the proper 
relationship. 

The 200 pulse model is designed to be placed directly on the conveyor of the 
substrate to be glued, so that the controller works with a ratio of 1 pulse = 1 
mm. In other cases, the auto-adjustment function of the encoder needs to be 
used to find the right ratio.

The connection will always be of the PNP type (switching to positive +).

To connect other types of devices, consult your Focke Meler Representative or 
the Focke Meler Main Office.
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Pressure regulator

It is connected to the 0-10 V output (output without isolation) and is used when 
a pneumatic supply pressure control is required:

- For the application pump (in the case of piston pumping units)

- For the pressure by-pass valve, in gear pumping

The necessary adhesive flow rate is applied depending on the speed of the 
main machine.

This device transforms the output voltage of the controller (0-10 Vdc) into the 
corresponding adjustable pneumatic pressure of the pump (0-6 bar). 

It can also be used to control the speed of the motors, in gear pumps with a 
variable speed through a frequency inverter.

Note: This peripheral needs 24 Vdc power supply.

Controller bracket

The bracket must be requested separately and there are two types, wall-
mounted for 4-6 outputs and articulated wall-mounted for two outputs. 

1. Vertical stand StraBi 2 outputs 2. Articulated wall bracket StarBi 2 outputs

3. StarBi wall bracket 4/6 outputs
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3. INSTALLATION
 
Warning: The pattern controllers are installed in equipment provided with 
current technologies and with certain foreseeable risks. Therefore, only 
qualified personnel with sufficient training and experience should be allowed 
to use, install or repair these devices.

Introduction

The pattern controllers are supplied with the complete 5 metre power cable 
(except the pattern controller with 2 outputs) and the manual on a USB device. 
The rest of the accessories will be requested apart.

Installation requirements

-  Have the corresponding adhesive installation, with its applicators 
prepared with the connection for the controller

-  Ensure that the space set aside for this device enables the location, 
connection and use of the entire system. 

-  Check that the electrical supply meets the requirements of the device 
to be used.

Electrical consumption

Before connecting the pattern controller:

-  Take into account the total consumption of the installation and provide 
a current supply for the power rating indicated.

-  Make sure that the voltage to which the device is to be connected is the 
same as that indicated on the nameplate of the unit.

-  Connect and check that the installation has a good ground connection.

Warning: Risk of electrocution. Even when the unit is turned off, tension 
remains in the input terminals, which could be dangerous for internal 
manipulation of the unit. 

-  Install a circuit breaker to protect against short-circuits and a residual 
current device as personal protection against earth leakages.

-  The power associated with these protections is indicated on the 
nameplate of the controller.
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Unpacking

Remove the pattern controller from its packaging and check for any possible 
damage or breakage. Communicate any damage, including to the external 
packaging, to your Focke Meler representative or the Focke Meler Main Office. 

Warning: Reject any packaging that does not have the corresponding labels or 
whose information does not match what was requested.

Attaching the device

-  Place the controller on a flat and stable surface. 

-  Fix the base to the desired location by means of the holes indicated for 
M6 screws.

Other types of fixings are available, to adapt to different locations or needs. 
Consult your Focke Meler Representative or the Focke Meler Main Office.

-  Place the controller near the installation (applicators, photocells, 
encoder, etc.) so that the cables can be connected easily. 

-  Place the device at a height where the screen is easily visible and 
accessible. 

-  Leave enough space so that the output of the connection cables is not 
forced and can be implemented comfortably.

- The equipment must be positioned in such a way that the disconnection 
device is visible and easy to access.

-  Avoid places exposed to knocks or vibrations.

Warning: Make sure the bench on which the base is mounted is level, free 
from vibrations and able to support the weight of the device.

Electrical installation

The pattern controllers are supplied to be connected to the 230 VAC 
single phase power supply network with neutral, according to their power 
consumption.

Good ground connection is always essential.

The maximum consumption values are indicated on the nameplate of the 
device.

Warning: Risk of electric shock. Carelessness may cause injury or death. 

Warning: Avoid connecting the controller on lines that share the circuit with 
motors or large devices that may cause fluctuations in the line voltage. 

Warning: Make sure that both the controller and the installation are kept away 
from potential sources of electromagnetic interference (frequency inverters, 
wireless telephony or public address speakers).
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Warning: Connect to a  100-240V ±10% and 50/60 Hz alternating current 
source with ground connection.

The power connection and protection fuse (2 or 3.15 A, depending on the 
model) are located on the rear of the unit. Before making the connection:

-  Make sure that the characteristics of the network match the 
specifications of the device (see data in this manual and on the 
nameplate).

-  StarBi 4-6 Outputs: Use the mounting flange of the power connector 
(supplied with the controller) to avoid false contact problems and the 
malfunctioning of the unit.

-  StarBi 2 Outputs: Pass the connection cable through the corresponding 
PG cable gland and connect it to the power terminal inside the unit.

 Furthermore, the supply cable of the equipment must have an 
accessible external disconnection device.

-  Connect the other end of the cable to the corresponding socket 
(according to the regulations of each country) or to the connection 
terminals of the main machine.

-  In the event of any failure starting the unit, check the fuse, unscrewing 
the lid that protects it a quarter of a turn. If it has blown, replace it with 
another of the same value.

-  Connect the peripheral components (applicators, photocells, encoder, 
0-10 V signal cable and/or applicator inhibit signal cable) with their 
corresponding connectors.

-  Firmly screw the fixing nuts of the connectors. The connections are 
designed with the Poka-Yoke (error-proofing) system in the 4 and 6 
channel versions to ensure that each peripheral is connected in the 
right place.

Protective fuse
StarBi 2 outputs: 2A FF 6.3x32
StarBi 4/6 outputs: 3.15A FF 6.3x32
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Connection of the peripheral components (StarBi 4-6 
Outputs)

1. Output for applicators

Double output per channel. Marked for each channel with the numbering 1.1 
and 1.2 (channel 1); 2.1 and 2.2 (channel 2), and so on up to 6 channels.

The connection is made with an M12 4-pin connector with mounting thread. 

1 24Vdc
2  s/c
3 0 V
4 s/c

2. Input for Photocells

Up to 6 substrate sensors (start of pattern photocells).

The connection is made with an M12 3-pin connector with mounting thread. 

1 24Vdc
2 cancelled
3 0 V 
4 signal (PNP type)

3

2

4

1

3 4

1
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3. Input for encoder

When using ‘speed reading’ (programming by DISTANCES) it is necessary to 
have a pulse generator component or analogue input of 0-10 V to know the 
speed of movement of the substrate. 

If using an ‘encoder’, the connection is made with an M12 4-pin connector with 
mounting thread.

1 24Vdc
2 signal (PNP type)
3  0 V
4 screen mesh 

4. Input for 0-10 V signal

If using a ‘0-10 V signal’ for speed reading, the connection is made with an 
M12 5-pin connector with mounting thread.

1  + V
2 s/c
3  0 V
4  s/c
5  screen mesh 

5. Output for 0-10 V signal

The 0-10 V signal can be used to regulate, by means of a transducer (pro-
portional valve), the application or by-pass valve pressure, depending on the 
speed of the substrate. For this, output 4.2 is connected (see Introduction 
chapter, page 2.5).

The connection is made with an M12 5-pin connector with mounting thread.

1  +10 V
2 s/c
3  0 V
4  s/c
5  screen mesh

It can also be used to directly control an activator device, e.g. speed of a motor 
of a dispensing pump, and in this case the isolated output 4.1 will be used (see 
Introduction chapter, page 2.5).

The connection is made with an M12 5-pin connector with mounting thread.

1  +10 V
2 +24 V
3  0 V
4  s/c
5  screen mesh

0
V

0
V

0
V

3

2

4

1
5

3

2

4

1

3 4

12
5

3

2

4

1
5
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6. Input for general inhibition and temperature OK

The external input of ‘temperature ok’ (1) prevents the operation of the 
controller (it remains in STOPPED mode) while the working temperature, in an 
installation with hot-melt equipment, has not been reached.

Deactivate this function for cold glue installations. (see page 3-6). 

The ‘inhibition’ external input (2) allows you to cancel the output signals of 
the six channels, so that the installation is protected from unwanted trips 
(voltage-free signal). It acts as security if it connects to the contacts of access 
doors to the machine or to emergency buttons. 

These are potential-free input signals (maximum charging intensity of 100 mA 
at 24 VDC).

The connection is made with an M12 3-pin connector with mounting thread.

1 24
2 cancelled
3 IN
4 s/c

StarBi

SIGNAL

 +24V
1 OUT

3 IN

8

6

1

NO_INHIBITED = 1

INHIBITED = 0

HMI 
DI2

GND

IN

+24

2

1

3

External Machine

Temp ok

StarBi

SIGNAL

 +24V
1 OUT

3 IN

8
6

1

TEMPERATURE _OK = 1

TEMPERATURE _NOK = 0

HMI 
DI1

GND

IN

+24

2

1

3

External Machine

Inhib

3 4

1
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Signal Type Signal Status Description

STATUS Output
Open RUNNING

Closed STOP / LOW VELOCITY

ERROR Output
Open THERE ARE NO ERRORS

Closed THERE IS AN ERROR / NO VOLTAGE

TEMPERATURE OK Imput
Closed Green LED, installation at OK Temperature

Open Red LED, installation NOT at OK Temperature

INHIBITION Imput
Closed Green LED, equipment NOT disabled

Open Red LED, equipment DISABLED

7. Error and status warning output

The ‘error’ signal (1) is activated when an anomaly occurs in the device. It 
is deactivated when the anomaly disappears or when the alarm is reset, 
depending on the case.

The ‘status’ signal (2) is activated with the device in RUNNING mode. While 
the device remains in STOPPED or LOW SPEED mode, the signal will remain 
deactivated.

These are potential-free input signals polarized (maximum charging intensity 
of 100 mA at 24 VDC).

The connection is made with an M12 4-pin connector with mounting thread.

1 OUT +
2 s/c
3 OUT -
4 s/c

Description of I/O signal status

StarBi

+24V

 SIGNAL

1 IN

3 OUT1

2

3

NO_ERROR = 1

ERROR = 0

HMI 
DO4

2 OUT-

1 OUT+

Error

StarBi

+24V

 SIGNAL

1 IN

3 OUT1

2

3

STATUS_OK = 1

STATUS_NOK = 0

HMI 
DO3

2 OUT-

1 OUT+

Status

3

2

4

1
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Additional configuration

Enable / disable temperature ok

The option to ENABLE / DISABLE the temperature OK input has been added. 

This permits operation without connecting the melter used to send the signal 
when the correct temperature has been reached and operation with a cold 
glue unit.

Warning: If this input is ignored and hot melt adhesive is used, the unit might 
be tripped on a cold solenoid valve and this could damage the solenoid valve or 
module permanently.

Voltage activation time (PWM)

The PWM is used to reduce the average voltage applied to the electrovalves. 
This is done by modulating the 24 V of voltage using pulses.

This method has various advantages when compared to the use of the 
solenoid valve.  A very small current passes through the coil, switching to 
OFF very quickly, reducing the impact on the solenoid valve and extending its 
service life as a result. In addition, a lower current means that the solenoid 
valves will not overheat due to prolonged use.  
 
With the PWM enabled the unit works at 10.8 V of effective voltage, but to 
operate with certain types of high-flow electrovalves for very long opening 
times this value can be changed to 19.2 V.

To do so, switch off the unit and flip switch 7 of the IO card to ‘On’ position. 
When the unit is restarted, the effective working voltage with the PWM 
activated will be 19.2 V.

V

ms

10,8 V

10 ms

20ms

24 V

Switch 7 ON: PWM 19,2V Switch 7 OFF: PWM 10,8V.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ON

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ON

Example:

PWM = 10 ms

Total electrovalve opening time = 20 ms

STARBI.v97
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Modbus
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Extra settings

 3    min

 10    ms

Shooting autolock

Enable inhibition signal

Enable temperature OK signal

Screen saver time

Sound on alarma

PWM time in 24V
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Shooting autolock

Enable inhibition signal

Enable temperature OK signal

Screen saver time

Sound on alarma

PWM time in 24V
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Connection of the peripheral components (StarBi 2 Outputs)

To connect the peripherals in the unit, it is necessary to pass the cable through 
the corresponding PG cable gland and connect it to the appropriate terminal. 

Note: Consult Connection of the peripheral components (StarBi 2 Outputs) for 
more information

1 5
2 2

4 4

1.  Input for photocells (PG13).

2.  Digital inputs/outputs (PG9).

3.  Power input (PG13).

4.  Analogue inputs/outputs (PG13).

5.  Output for activation channels of solenoid 
valves, two per channel (PG13). 3

1 5
2 2

4 43

IO BOARD

HMI BOARD

IO BOARD

DO3: STATUS

DO4: ERROR

AO3 
0V-10V OUT

DI1: FC1

DI2: FC2DO2: EV2

DO1: EV1

AO1 
0V-10V OUT

AI1 
0V-10V IN

+
GND

V+
GND

+24
GND

+24
GND

GND
+
+24

DI8 
ENCODER

GND GN
IN WH
+24 BN

+OUT
-OUT

+OUT
-OUT

DI1: TEMP. OK

DI2: INHIBITION +24
IN

+GND

+24
IN

GND

GND BL
IN BK
+24 BR/PK
GND BL
IN BK
+24 BR/PK
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Location of the peripheral components

Photocell

Basic installation instructions to avoid false readings and allow the adhesive 
to be applied from the start of the substrate:

-  In general, direct reflection photocells are used (on an object), either in 
a standard or optical fibre version.

-  It must be positioned in such a way that it detects only the substrate to 
be glued. In its absence, there must be no reflective surface that can 
activate it. 

-  The detection distance of each photocell must be taken into account 
and its activation margin respected.

-  There must be a clear contrast between the substrate to be detected 
and the absence of said substrate. For example, a white surface will be 
better detected if, in its absence, the existing surface is black.

-  To adjust the sensitivity, the existing adjustment control can be 
actuated in some photocells. Check the correct mode in the 
corresponding manual.

-  If the photocell must be placed in the reverse position (with the lens 
facing upwards), avoid any light from the installation of the main 
machine affecting it. Although most photocells detect infrared light, in 
some cases they could be activated accidentally.

-  In hot-melt application systems, do not place the photocell very close 
to the applicators. The heat they give off can affect and destroy them.

-  The distance between the photocell and the applicator (in the line of 
movement of the substrate) is decisive when applying some patterns at 
high machine speeds.

To use another type of photocell or presence of substrate sensor, consult your 
Focke Meler representative or the Focke Meler Main Office.

Encoder

The positioning and length of the lines of application and their precision, 
irrespective of any changes in speed of the machine, make it necessary 
to consider several factors when placing the encoder, avoiding erroneous 
readings or the sliding of the wheel on the conveyor of the substrate:

-  The encoder must be placed in a position where it can ‘read’ the speed 
of movement of the substrate. Do not place it on ‘transfer’ conveyors 
or ‘pressure accumulators’, controlled by motors other than that of the 
main conveyor.

-  Do not place the encoder on the tension wheels of the wheel treads. 
At those points, the belt suffers tensions that change its speed with 
respect to the rest of the conveyor. 
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-  Use the tension system, with the tension spring, which incorporates 
the bracket for the encoder conveyor. To achieve the tension, place 
gently in the final position and rotate the arm, tensioning it forward 
(anti-clockwise, looking from the side of the wheel). Maintain in this 
position and tighten the screw. 

-  Do not overtighten. There must always be some slight slack to allow for 
small variations on the surface.

-  Place the encoder on smooth surfaces, free of joints or protuberances 
that may cause the contact wheel to jump with the conveyor and 
therefore ‘lose’ reading pulses.

-  For an encoder mounted with a coupling on the shaft, the elastic 
coupling hole is 10 mm in diameter.

-  When mounting on a shaft, the parameter of pulses per meter must be 
configured for correct operation.

-  The operating values of the encoder are defined in each installation; for 
this, follow the instructions provided in section ‘4. Use’.

To connect other types of encoders, consult your Focke Meler Representative 
or the Focke Meler Main Office.

Pressure regulator

The 0-10 V output is used when required:

-  Control of the pneumatic supply pressure of the application pump 
(piston pumps).

-  Control of the pressure of the by-pass valve (gear pumps) to, depending 
on the speed of the machine, apply the necessary hot-melt flow or 
maintain the circuit pressure at the desired value.

For this, there is a pneumatic pressure regulation system (or proportional 
valve VP-200) that transforms the output voltage of the controller (0-10 Vdc) 
into the corresponding pneumatic pressure of the pump or of the by-pass 
valve (0-6 bar). 

The correspondence is linear between the established sections, being able to 
program up to 5 different sections. 

The VP-200 regulator itself has its own setting and programming mode. See 
the instructions for use for it.

This peripheral needs 24 Vdc power supply, provided by the controller through 
the 0-10 V connection of output 4.2 (see the Introduction chapter, page 2.5) 
and needs a pneumatic power supply (max. 10 bar), through a built-in filter 
of 5 µ. The VP-200 has a display that shows the existing pressure at any given 
moment.

To connect other types of devices, consult your Focke Meler Representative or 
the Focke Meler Main Office.
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4. USE
 
This section explains how to use the pattern controller. Although its operation 
is very user-friendly, it should not be used by untrained personnel. 

Warning: Improper use may damage the unit itself or injure the person 
using it.

Start-up and automatic process

1. With the ‘Automatic shot blocking’ function enabled:  

When the general switch (1) is flipped, the GREEN POWER LED lights up. The 
unit is powered but the screen stays off.

When ON/OFF (2) is pressed, the screen switches on and the green POWER 
LED stays lit.

 

Note: When the unit is turned on, it starts in STOPPED mode. Even if a product 
is selected, the outputs are not activated.

2. With the ‘Automatic shot blocking’ function disabled: 

When the general switch (1) is flipped, the POWER LED and the screen switch 
on.

If the production conditions are met, the unit automatically changes to 
RUNNING mode and production begins on the product selected in the 
programme.

Note: For more information see the point ‘Automatic shot blocking function’.

 STOPPED 
MODE

2 1

STARBI.v97

i

Modbus

B:   57600Node:     10

Extra settings

 3    min

 10    ms

Shooting autolock

Enable inhibition signal

Enable temperature OK signal

Screen saver time

Sound on alarma

PWM time in 24V
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Modbus

B:   57600Node:     10

Extra settings

 3    min

 10    ms

Shooting autolock

Enable inhibition signal

Enable temperature OK signal

Screen saver time

Sound on alarma

PWM time in 24V
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i

Modbus

B:   57600Node:     10

Extra settings

 3    min

 10    ms

Shooting autolock

Enable inhibition signal

Enable temperature OK signal

Screen saver time

Sound on alarma

PWM time in 24V

MODO 
RUNNING

1
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Change from RUNNING mode to STOPPED mode

1. With the ‘Automatic shot blocking’ function enabled: 

In STOPPED mode the STOP button’s RED LED stays lit. Press the STOP button 
to start production. The RED LED shuts off and the unit goes into RUNNING 
mode. 

If the production conditions are met, the unit automatically goes into 
RUNNING status and production begins on the product selected in the 
programme. 

If any of the conditions for RUNNING mode is not met, the red STOP LED lights 
up (STOPPED mode) and cannot be unblocked until the conditions for going 
into RUNNING mode are met.

Every time STOP is pressed the system changes from STOPPED to RUNNING 
mode and vice versa.

2. ‘Automatic shot blocking’ function disabled: 

If the production conditions are met, the unit automatically goes into 
RUNNING mode and production begins on the product selected in the 
programme.

If any of the conditions for RUNNING mode is not met, the unit goes into 
STOPPED mode but the STOP LED stays off. When the necessary conditions 
are met, the unit automatically goes into RUNNING mode.

Change from RUNNING mode to STOPPED mode by inhibit signal

To activate the ‘Enable inhibit signal’ function, access from the ‘Additional 
configuration’/’Enable inhibit signal’ menu. 

 
Note: Even with this option activated, the STOP button is always enabled and 
the change can be made manually. 

Note: If the inhibit signal keeps the unit in STOPPED mode, it is not possible to 
change to RUNNING mode via Modbus/Profibus communication.

Temperature OK

The temperature OK digital input is used so that the melter can communicate 
to the pattern controller that the adhesive is at the set temperature to start 
production.

The pattern control will never activate the channel outputs (solenoid valves) if 
the temperature is not ‘OK’.

If vinyl glue (cold glue) adhesives are used, the signal must be bridged in the 
corresponding internal connector. 

For more information, see the electrical diagrams of the unit.

STARBI.v97
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Modbus

B:   57600Node:     10

Extra settings

 3    min

 10    ms

Shooting autolock

Enable inhibition signal

Enable temperature OK signal

Screen saver time

Sound on alarma

PWM time in 24V

 STOPPED 
MODE

 RUNNING 
MODE
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Status

When the equipment is in RUNNING mode, the digital output of ‘STATUS’ 
(closed contact) is activated and the central GREEN LED light turns on.

When switching to STOPPED or MANUAL mode, or if the equipment is in 
READY mode, the GREEN LED turns off and the digital output is deactivated 
(open contact). Does not affect the other LEDs.  
 
In MANUAL mode the STATUS digital signal (green LED) is activated while the 
electrovalve is being activated.

Error

When the unit detects an error situation (see ‘List of errors and anomalies’) 
it activates the ‘ERROR’ digital output and the RED LED of the central light 
comes on. The unit changes to STOPPED mode. 

If the GREEN or YELLOW LEDs are lit, they turn off to show the new status of 
the unit.

In addition, an alarm warning icon flashes on the HOME screen. It is possible 
to see the list of alarms produced from the ‘Alarms’ option in the main menu

Operating anomalies

When the unit detects that the speed is below the minimum programmed 
speed (LOW SPEED), the YELLOW LED light up. 

If the cause of the anomaly disappears, the YELLOW LED turns off and the unit 
continues in RUNNING mode. 
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Screen navigation. User menu

The 7 inch touchscreen of the unit shows the main data and contains the user 
menu for the custom configuration and use of the unit.

General characteristics

In general, there are several icons and pieces of information that are repeated 
throughout the screen navigation, so they will be explained at the beginning 
and then not in the next screens. 

Navigation icons

Right arrow icon (FORWARD), located in the lower right part of the screen. 
Appears when there is a possibility of navigation to a next screen. From the 
HOME screen it provides access to the MENU.

Left arrow icon (BACK), located in the lower left part of the screen. This icon 
appears on all the menu screens, allowing you to return to the previous 
screen.

From any screen you can return to the main screen by clicking on the icon 
(HOME) located in the bottom centre of the screen.

 BACK                HOME     FORWARD

Type Text of the alarm Description Status of the 
unit Central LED

Error Alarm in EV 1 Channel 1 not connected STOPPED Red

Error Alarm in EV 2 Channel 2 not connected STOPPED Red

Error Alarm in EV 3 Channel 3 not connected STOPPED Red

Error Alarm in EV 4 Channel 4 not connected STOPPED Red

Error Alarm in EV 5 Channel 5 not connected STOPPED Red

Error Alarm in EV 6 Channel 6 not connected STOPPED Red

Error IOC not responding Communication failure between boards STOPPED Red

Anomaly - Low line speed (less than the programmed 
value in ‘‘Minimum speed of work’’) LOW SPEED Yellow

List of errors and anomalies
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Dot bead

Pallet mode

Analog output 1

Analog output 2

Disable FC

 0.0      ms.

 P   0.0 ms.

 Off    0

 S  0.0 ms.

 On    0

Product 0

 5.5      V.

 5.5      V.

Continue after stop

White: editable parameter. 
Grey: non-editable parameter.

Green: activated. 
White: deactivated.

White: editable text.  
Blue: non-editable text.

Green: press to save. 
Blue: parameters saved.

STARBI.v97

A

G

M

S

Y Z

B

B

N

T

C

C

O

U

1

5

2

6

.

3

7

4

8 9 0

D

J

P

V

E

K

Q

W

F

L

R

X

New product name

Product 0

STARBI.v97

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt 
ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl 
ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor 
in hendrerit in vulputate velit 
esse molestie consequat, vel illum 
dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto 
odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis 
dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons 
ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis

Information

Interpretation of the screens

Alphanumeric keyboard

Information

Alphanumeric keyboard

!

Save changes

The ‘SAVE CHANGES’ icon, located in the upper right part of the screen, 
appears in the data entry and programming screens. If the data shown on the 
screen is stored, the icon appears with a blue background. If the data has not 
been stored, the icon is shown with a green background.

Note: The unit does not automatically store programming data. Whenever you 
modify or program any data that you wish to keep press “SAVE CHANGES”.

!

Press to save Parameters saved.
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A- Name of the product selected to work. 
Access to ‘Product selection’.

B- Operating status.

C- Temperature OK activated/deactivated.

D- Inhibit signal activated/deactivated.

E- Production data.

F- Status of input photocells and output 
channels.

G- Direct access to ‘Language selection’.

H- Time of the system. Access to ‘Date and 
time settings’.

STARBI.v97

9:42

Stopped

1

1 3

2

2

3 4

4

5

5

6

6

Temperatura OK

Speed (m/min): 5.7

Inhibition

Products / hour: 23

Working hours 7:44

Product

Photocells

Product 0

Status

Channels

A
B
C
D

F

G

E

To MENU screen

Description of screens

1. HOME screen. 

This is the start screen. When it starts, the system displays this screen with 
the main data of the device.

Description of the status of input photocells and output channels

Photocells
Channels

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Unprogrammed photocell

Programmed photocell

Active photocell

Unprogrammed channel

Programmed channel

Active channel Programmed channel NOT CONNECTED

Note: At very high working speeds, the on-screen display of photocells and 
channels in active status may not represent the working status in real time.

H
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2. MENU screen.STARBI.v97

Menu

Product

Manual mode

Statistics

Installation

Settings

3. INSTALLATION screen.

To work with products by distances, it is necessary to determine an installation 
before starting. It is selected from the MENU screen.STARBI.v97

Menu

Product

Manual mode

Statistics

Installation

Settings

STARBI.v97

Installation

New 

installation

Copy 

installation

Edit  

installation

Delete 

installation
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4. NEW INSTALLATION screen.

After selecting NEW INSTALLATION a screen will open to enter the name; 
then go to the EDIT INSTALLATION screen.STARBI.v97

Installation

New 

installation

Copy 

installation

Edit  

installation

Delete 

installation

STARBI.v97

New installation

A

G

M

S

Y Z

B

B

N

T

C

C

O

U

1

5

2

6

.

3

7

4

8 9 0

D

J

P

V

E

K

Q

W

F

L

R

X

Installation 1

To EDIT 
INSTALLATION 
screen

5. EDIT INSTALLATION screen.

Select EDIT INSTALLATION. The possible installations to edit will appear. 
Select the one you wish to edit.STARBI.v97

Edit

Edit isntallation

Installation 1

Installation 2

Installation 3

STARBI.v97

Installation

New 

installation

Copy 

installation

Edit  

installation

Delete 

installation
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6. EDIT SELECTED INSTALLATION screen.

6 tabs appear, one for each channel (EV). Each tab allows you to edit the 
distance between the applicator of that channel and each photocell. It also 
allows you to set the ON and OFF compensation times of that applicator.STARBI.v97

i

EV1 EV2 EV3 EV4 EV5 EV6

FC1 0.0

FC2 0.0

FC3 0.0

FC4 0.0

FC5 0.0

FC6 0.0

On 0.0

Off 0.0

Installation 2

Distance between PC/ Aplicator (mm)

Compensation time (ms)

To ADVANCED OPTIONS screen

Depends on the number of channels configured

7. ADVANCED OPTIONS screen.

On the ADVANCED OPTIONS screen you can determine the encoder, the 
analogue speed input and the minimum working speed at which the outputs 
are activated normally. Below this speed, the outputs remain deactivated.STARBI.v97

i

Encoder

Analog in

Minimun working speed

  60 m/mim

Installation 2

Press to determine encoder

Press to determine analogue input

Enter minimum working speed

Press to select encoder

Press to select analogue input

!

!
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8. ENCODER screen.

There are 3 options to configure the encoder and only one of them can be 
active.STARBI.v97

i

Encoder

Analog in

Minimun working speed

  60 m/mim

Installation 2

Current information saved

New configuration data

STARBI.v97

i

Saved pulses per meter      1285

Pulses per meter:       1285

Data for new configuration:

New configuration to be saved:

Direct

Speed

Product size

  23  mm Select your FC

  800  p/m

Installation 2

  2    m/min

Speed:     80m/min

! !

There are three methods to calculate the new information: direct, by size of 
product and by speed.

•  Direct: the information in pulses per linear metre is entered on a 
keyboard. 

•  Size of product: select a photocell to detect the product. Several 
products are passed so that the encoder measures the number of 
pulses according to the activation and deactivation of the photocell. 
The measurement of the product is entered in the detection line of the 
selected photocell.

•  Speed: the speed of the line is entered and the controller will calculate 
the ratio from the reading of pulses in a set time.
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9. ANALOGUE INPUT screen.

The following screen will appear where you can configure a ramp with 5 dots, 
defining the conversion between input voltage and line speed.

The maximum input voltage cannot exceed 10 V.
STARBI.v97

i

10

5

0

0 50 100

Voltio m/min

1  12.5 12.5

2

3

4

5

Product 0

Analog input

STARBI.v97

i

Encoder

Analog in

Minimun working speed

  60 m/mim

Installation 2

! !
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10. COPY INSTALLATION screen.

Select the installation to copy. A confirmation message will appear and then a 
screen will open to enter the name of the new installation.

STARBI.v97

Installation

New 

installation

Copy 

installation

Edit  

installation

Delete 

installation

STARBI.v97

Copy

Copy installation

Installation 1

Installation 2

Installation 3

STARBI.v97

Are you sure  
you want to copy?

YesNo

11. DELETE INSTALLATION screen.

Select the installation to delete. A confirmation message will appear and you 
will be returned to the list of installations to be deleted.STARBI.v97

Delete

Delete installation

Installation 1

Installation 2

Installation 3

STARBI.v97

Are you sure  
you want to delete?

YesNo

STARBI.v97

Installation

New 

installation

Copy 

installation

Edit  

installation

Delete 

installation

STARBI.v97
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Installation 1
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9:42

Stopped

1

1 3

2

2

3 4

4

5

5

6

6

Temperatura OK

Speed (m/min): 5.7

Inhibition

Products / hour: 23

Working hours 7:44

Product

Photocells

Product 0

Status

Channels

12. PRODUCT screen.

It is selected from the MENU screen.

13. SELECT PRODUCT screen.

Selected directly from the HOME screen. The list of products to select 
appears. The controller will load the parameters of the selected product as 
the production parameters, executing the patterns of the selected product.STARBI.v97

Select product

Product 0

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

Select

Only in case of more than 6 
products

Selected product in blue

Confirm select

STARBI.v97

Product

Edit product

Delete product

New product

Copy product

STARBI.v97

Menu

Product

Manual mode

Statistics

Installation

Settings
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14. NEW PRODUCT screen.

It is selected from the PRODUCT screen. Once the type of product is selected, 
an editing screen is opened depending on the type of product chosen.STARBI.v97

New product

Time product

Variable time product

Repetitive time product

Distance product

Variable distance 

product

Repetitive distance 

product

STARBI.v97

Product

Edit product

Delete product

New product

Copy product

15. EDIT PRODUCT screen.

It is selected from the PRODUCT screen. The possible products to edit will 
appear. Select the one you wish to edit.

STARBI.v97

Edit product

Product 0

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

Edit To EDITING screen

STARBI.v97

Product

Edit product

Delete product

New product

Copy product
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16. COPY PRODUCT screen.

It is selected from the PRODUCT screen. A confirmation message will appear 
and then a screen will open to enter the name of the new product.

17. DELETE PRODUCT screen.

It is selected from the PRODUCT screen. A confirmation message will appear 
and you will be returned to the list of products to be deleted.STARBI.v97
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19. EDIT PRODUCT BY TIME screen.

Once the photocell is selected, a pattern is configured according to the 
parameters described below.

A- The patterns are displayed as they are created or deleted, 
depending on the number of configured channels 2, 4 or 6.

B- Press to add pattern (≤ number of channels).

C- Press to delete pattern (≥1). Delete the selected pattern. 

D- Select the photocell.

E- The selected channels are in green. The channels already 
selected in previous patterns are in grey and if they are 
free (unselected) they will appear empty (background 
colour). 

F- Only 4 beads (1, 2, 3, 4) appear. You can move the table with 
the arrows. When pressing the DOWN arrow, beads 1, 2, 
3, 4 disappear and beads 5, 6, 7, 8 appear. Press the UP 
arrow to return to beads 1, 2, 3, 4.

G- Up to 8 beads for each pattern. The green switch if it is 
dotting, the grey switch if it is not dotting.

H- Skip to advanced parameters screen.
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18. EDITING PRODUCT BY TIME screen.

The screen appears when you name a new product from the NEW PRODUCT 
screen or if you select an existing one from the EDIT PRODUCT screen. The 
first step is to select the photocell and then edit the pattern.STARBI.v97
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20. ADVANCED PARAMETERS screen.

Other parameters can be configured in addition to the patterns. The keyboard 
opens when pressing on the text boxes. After entering the value it will be 
visible in the text box.

A- Deactivated by default. There is no dotting of any 
bead, even if the beads have dotting activated on the 
parameters screen of each pattern. Configure the 
dotting according to the start time (S) and duration (P) 
parameters. 

 B-  If during the execution of a product the production 
line stops (LOW SPEED status) or the device goes into 
STOPPED mode, it is possible to choose when the 
situation is restored, continue executing the pattern, 
(continuing from the point where it stopped), or cancel 
the current pattern and wait for a new product.

C- You can configure in how many products the pattern is 
executed and in how many it is not, repeatedly. 

D- You can configure a time during which new detections 
will not be considered, avoiding ‘false product’ situations.

E- A set value is determined for each output.

21. EDIT VARIABLE PRODUCT BY TIME screen.

The screen appears when you name a new product from the NEW PRODUCT 
screen or if you select an existing one from the EDIT PRODUCT screen. The 
first step is to select the photocell and then edit the pattern.

A- The patterns are displayed as they are created or deleted, 
depending on the number of configured channels 2, 4 or 6.

B- Press to add pattern (≤ number of channels).

C- Press to delete pattern (≥1). Delete the selected pattern. 

D- Select the photocell.

E- The selected channels are in green. The channels already 
selected in previous patterns are in grey and if they are free 
(unselected) they will appear empty (background colour). 

F- The time from the detection of the substrate by the 
photocell until the moment of application is set.

 ON: This is the time from which the photocell DETECTS the 
product until it STARTS to apply adhesive. 

 OFF: This is the time from which the photocell STOPS 
DETECTING the product until it STOPS firing adhesive.

G- It only has one bead for each pattern. The bead is defined by 
its start (ON), its end (OFF) and if it has dotting or not.

H- Skip to advanced parameters screen.
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22. ADVANCED PARAMETERS screen.

Other parameters can be configured in addition to the patterns. The keyboard 
opens when pressing on the text boxes. After entering the value it will be 
visible in the text box. 

23. REPETITIVE PRODUCT BY TIME screen.

The screen appears when you name a new product from the NEW PRODUCT 
screen or if you select an existing one from the EDIT PRODUCT screen. The 
first step is to select the photocell and then edit the pattern.

B
A
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i

5. 12.5 12.5

6.

7.

8.

1 2 3 4 5 6

P1

Product 0

Select your FC

Unidad: ms

On        0.0  ms Step        0.0  ms

A- Select photocell.

B- The pattern is defined by its initial moment (ON, beginning of 
the application), and the time from one repetition to the next 
(STEP).

C- The patterns are displayed as they are created or deleted, 
depending on the number of configured channels 2, 4 or 6.

D- Press to add pattern (≤ number of channels).

E- Press to delete pattern (≥1). Delete the selected pattern.  

F- The selected channels are in green. The channels already 
selected in previous patterns are in grey and if they are free 
(unselected) they will appear empty (background colour). 

G- Only 4 beads (1, 2, 3, 4) appear. You can move the table with 
the arrows. When pressing the DOWN arrow, beads 1, 2, 3, 4 
disappear and beads 5, 6, 7, 8 appear. Press the UP arrow to 
return to beads 1, 2, 3, 4.

H- Up to 8 beads for each pattern. The green switch if it is 
dotting, the grey switch if it is not dotting.

I- Skip to advanced parameters screen.I

C
F

H

D
E

A- Deactivated by default. There is no dotting of any bead, even if the 
beads have dotting activated on the parameters screen of each 
pattern. Configure the dotting according to the start time (S) and 
duration (P) parameters. 

B-  If during the execution of a product the production line stops 
(LOW SPEED status) or the device goes into STOPPED mode, it 
is possible to choose when the situation is restored, continue 
executing the pattern, (continuing from the point where it 
stopped), or cancel the current pattern and wait for a new 
product.

C- You can configure a time during which new detections will not be 
considered, avoiding ‘false product’ situations.

D- A set value is determined for each output.

G
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25. PRODUCT BY DISTANCE screen.

The screen appears when you name a new product from the NEW PRODUCT 
screen or if you select an existing one from the EDIT PRODUCT screen. In 
this case, the first thing that is selected is the installation followed by the 
photocell. The other parameters are configured with values in millimetres 
(mm), as in PRODUCT BY TIME (page 4-14).

24. ADVANCED PARAMETERS screen.

Other parameters can be configured in addition to the patterns. The keyboard 
opens when pressing on the text boxes. After entering the value it will be 
visible in the text box. STARBI.v97
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Product 0

Continue after stop

A- Deactivated by default. There is no dotting 
of any bead, even if the beads have dotting 
activated on the parameters screen of each 
pattern. Configure the dotting according 
to the start time (S) and duration (P) 
parameters. 

B-  If during the execution of a product the 
production line stops (LOW SPEED status) 
or the device goes into STOPPED mode, it 
is possible to choose when the situation is 
restored, continue executing the pattern, 
(continuing from the point where it stopped), 
or cancel the current pattern and wait for a 
new product.

C- A set value is determined for each output.
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26. ADVANCED PARAMETERS screen.

These parameters are configured in the same way as the products by times 
but with values in millimetres (mm). The analogue outputs are configured in 
ramp mode to have a variable output depending on the speed.

27. VARIABLE PRODUCT BY DISTANCE screen.

The screen appears when you name a new product from the NEW PRODUCT 
screen or if you select an existing one from the EDIT PRODUCT screen. The 
first thing that is selected is the installation followed by the photocell. The 
other parameters are configured with values in millimetres (mm), as in 
VARIABLE PRODUCT BY TIME (page 4-15).

A- In this case, the system takes the programmed compensation times  
     and the encoder pulses to calculate the speed. It does not take into                                                                                                                                             
     account the distance between the photocell and the applicator                                                                                                                                       
     defined in the installation. 

B- Only one bead for each pattern is defined. The bead is configured by 
its start (ON) distance, its end (END) and if it has dotting or not. 

ON: This is the DISTANCE from which the photocell DETECTS the 
product until it STARTS to apply adhesive.

OFF: This is the DISTANCE from which the photocell STOPS 
DETECTING the product until it STOPS firing adhesive.
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Product 0

A-   If during the execution of a 
product the production line 
stops (LOW SPEED status) or 
the device goes into STOPPED 
mode, it is possible to choose 
when the situation is restored, 
continue executing the 
pattern, (continuing from the 
point where it stopped), or 
cancel the current pattern and 
wait for a new product.

B- Machine speed with which you 
want to associate an output 
voltage value of between 0 and 
10 V.

C- Output voltage of the analogue 
signal associated with a 
certain machine speed.
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28. ADVANCED PARAMETERS screen.

These parameters are configured in the same way as the products by times but with 
values in millimetres (mm). The analogue outputs are configured in ramp mode to 
have a variable output depending on the speed.
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3.
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Product 0

Seelct your installation

Select your FC

On        0.0  mm Paso        0.0  mm
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29. REPETITIVE PRODUCT BY DISTANCE screen.

The screen appears when you name a new product from the NEW PRODUCT 
screen or if you select an existing one from the EDIT PRODUCT screen. The 
first thing that is selected is the installation followed by the photocell. The other 
parameters are configured with values in millimetres (mm), as in REPETITIVE 
PRODUCT BY TIME (page 4-16).

A-  If during the execution of a 
product the production line 
stops (LOW SPEED status) or 
the device goes into STOPPED 
mode, it is possible to choose 
when the situation is restored, 
continue executing the pattern, 
(continuing from the point 
where it stopped), or cancel the 
current pattern and wait for a 
new product.

B- Machine speed with which you 
want to associate an output 
voltage value of between 0 and 
10 V.

C- Output voltage of the analogue 
signal associated with a certain 
machine speed.
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30. ADVANCED OPTIONS screen.

These parameters are configured in the same way as the products by times 
but with values in millimetres (mm). The analogue outputs are configured in 
ramp mode to have a variable output depending on the speed.

31. MANUAL MODE selection screen.

It is selected from the MENU screen.
STARBI.v97
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A- If during the execution of a 
product the production line 
stops (LOW SPEED status) or 
the device goes into STOPPED 
mode, it is possible to choose 
when the situation is restored, 
continue executing the pattern, 
(continuing from the point 
where it stopped), or cancel the 
current pattern and wait for a 
new product.

B- Machine speed with which you 
want to associate an output 
voltage value of between 0 and 
10 V.

C- Output voltage of the analogue 
signal associated with a certain 
machine speed.
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STARBI.v97

W

i Manual mode

Error out

Status out

32. MANUAL MODE screen.

Here each of the outputs can be activated and deactivated manually. This 
mode enables purging, cleaning or depressurising the installation, or 
checking the correct operation of the applicators.

A- In manual mode the output channels can be enabled individually. 
When enabled they will turn green.

B- You can select whether they will have dotting or not (jointly) and 
the size and frequency of dot.

C- You can give the analogue outputs a set value.

D- You can set a countdown activation time. When pressing PLAY, the 
enabled channels are activated during that time as they have been 
programmed.

E- The Play button changes to Stop while the programmed time 
elapses. If the timing function ends or the Stop button is pressed 
during the timing, it changes to Play.

 In both cases, all enabled channels are deactivated and the timer 
returns to its original value.

F- Skip to advanced options screen.

33. ERROR AND STATUS OUTPUT screen.

The correct functioning of the error and status outputs can be confirmed on 
the MANUAL MODE advanced options screen, activating them manually.
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STARBI.v97
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34. Selection of CONFIGURATION screen.

It is selected from the MENU screen.

35. LANGUAGE screen.

The language selection menu can be accessed directly from the HOME screen. 
Click on the language you want.
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36. DATE AND TIME screen.

From the HOME screen, the ‘Date and Time’ menu can be accessed directly. 
The following screen will appear where you can see and modify the date and 
time of the system. It also shows the software version and a QR code to access 
the equipment manual.

37. PASSWORD screen.

Allows you to change the access password. Allows you to select the system’s 
operating mode (user mode or expert mode). By default the system is in 
locked mode.
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38. ADVANCED SETTINGS screen. 

Allows you to change other options.
STARBI.v97
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B:   57600Node:     10

Extra settings

 3    min
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Shooting autolock

Enable inhibition signal

Enable temperature OK signal

Screen saver time

Sound on alarma

PWM time in 24V
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Configuration

Extra settingsPassword

Restore default

Password management

LOCKED MODE:

-  Access is only provided to the HOME screen.

USER MODE: 

- no parameter can be changed. There is direct access to the HOME screen 
and shortcuts (product selection, language selection, date and time, 
and alarms).

- by default, the user level has no password. You can create a user level 
password by entering a value between 0000 and 9999

EXPERT MODE:  

-  Any parameter can be changed after entering a 4-digit password. By 
default the password is 0000. 

-  Direct access is provided to the HOME screen, product/select product, 
statistics and alarms.

-  The expert level password can be changed by entering a value between 
0000 and 9999.

-  USER or EXPERT operating mode can be selected or LOCKED. 

If you try to access a restricted menu, a pop-up appears, requesting the 
password. 

If the EXPERT password is entered, the unit remains unlocked for 15 minutes. 
Whenever there is activity on the screen, the system remains in this mode. If 
the end of this 15 minutes is reached, the unit returns to USER mode. 

If you forget the EXPERT level password, contact the Focke Meler main offices 
to find out how to proceed to recover it.

!
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39. RESTORE DEFAULT VALUES screen.

Allows you to delete all the changes made to the system and leave the 
unit with the factory-set default parameters. After pressing, the following 
confirmation message will appear: STARBI.v97

Are you sure 
you want to restore  
the factory settings?

YesNo

STARBI.v97

Configuration

Extra settingsPassword

Restore default

• Automatic shot blocking. Enables or disables the automatic shot 
blocking function. 
 
Note: For more information see the point ‘Automatic shot blocking’.

• Enable inhibit signal: Enables or disables the external inhibit signal 
from a main machine or a PLC, so that it is possible to pass with this 
signal from STOPPED mode (0 V) to RUNNING mode (24 V) and vice 
versa.

• Sound with alarm: Activates or deactivates the sound when an alarm is 
produced.

• Screensaver time: Programs the time when the screensaver on the 
display is activated.

• Activate or deactivate Modbus communication (only for equipment 
with Modbus - optional). Once activated, the desired values of “Node” 
and “Baudrate” can be set up.
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40. Selection of STATISTICS screen.

It is selected from the MENU screen. it shows the total amount of products 
produced and the total and partial amount of a specific product produced. It 
also allows you to reset these values.STARBI.v97
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Product
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Statistics

Installation
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Procyro

Statistics

Reset

Reset

Reset

Product 0

Produced total products:    258

Last reset:   2017-06-23   9:57

Produced products:      258

Last reset:   2017-06-23   9:57

roduced partial products:     258

Last reset:   2017-06-23   9:57

41. ALARMS screen.

It is selected from the MENU screen. Allows you to display the date and time 
of the system and see a list of up to 10 alarms, as well as delete them.

STARBI.v97

i Alarm

Reset

27-06-2017    9:42

2017-08-25       FC1 Error

2017-08-24 9:34      FC2 Error

2017-08-23 8:12      Alarm 13

2017-08-21 12:01      Alarm 13

2017-08-20 12:01      Alarm 13

2017-08-18 12:01      Alarm 13
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‘Automatic shot blocking’ function 
 
The unit has a function that activates automatic shot blocking after a voltage 
loss, a direct disconnection from the network, or when the unit exits RUNNING 
status.

This function can be enabled or disabled from the ‘Additional settings’ screen.

‘Automatic shot blocking’ enabled

When it is enabled, every time an event forces the unit to change to STOPPED 
mode, automatic shot blocking is enabled and the STOP button’s red LED 
lights up. 

If conditions allow the unit to return to RUNNING mode, the block can be 
disabled by pressing the STOP button. The red LED turns off and the unit stays 
in RUNNING mode.

With the function enabled, if there is a power failure or the unit is 
disconnected from the main switch, when the power returns or the unit is 
switched on again, the screen will be off and you will have to press ‘On/Off’ to 
turn it on.

Example: The unit is in RUNNING mode and ready to fire when the 
photocell detects a product. The Temperature OK signal is enabled and 
the temperature is not OK at that time, the unit will go into STOPPED 
mode. Shot blocking is automatically enabled and the red LED lights 
up. Shot blocking cannot be disabled while the temperature is not OK. 
When the temperature is OK again, the unit does not automatically go 
into RUNNING mode. You must press STOP to disable shot blocking 
and for the unit to be ready to fire again.

‘Automatic shot blocking’ disabled

When it is disabled, every time an event forces the unit to change to STOPPED 
mode, it will automatically return to RUNNING mode once the conditions are 
met again. You do not have to press STOP. The red LED always stays off.

With the function disabled, if there is a power failure or the unit is 
disconnected from the rear switch, when the power returns or the unit is 
switched on again, the screen automatically turns on. You do not have to press 
the ‘On/Off’ button to turn it on.

Example: The unit is in RUNNING mode and ready to fire when the 
photocell detects a product. The Temperature OK signal is enabled and 
the temperature is not OK at that time, the unit will go into STOPPED 
mode. Shot blocking is not activated and the red LED stays off. 
When the temperature is OK again the unit automatically changes to 
RUNNING mode.

Warning: It is always possible to put the unit in STOPPED mode by pressing 
STOP. The red LED will light up. In this case, even if the conditions allow, it will 
not be able to return to RUNNING mode until you press STOP again and the 
LED shuts off.

 STOPPED 
MODE

 RUNNING 
MODE
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ModBus communications

The unit comes with the option of an RS485 port for MODBUS RTU 
communications. 

The tables are as follows:

IMPUT 
Register Address Description MAGNITUDE MIN MAX Read / Write TYPE

30001 0 ALWAYS 0x1111 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30002 1 Machine ID number 0 65535 R Uint16

30003 2 HMI Software version number 0 65535 R Uint16

30004 3 IO Software version number 0 65535 R Uint16

30005 4 Input Inhibition number 0 1 R Uint16

30006 5 Input Temperature OK number 0 1 R Uint16

30007 6 Output Error number 0 1 R Uint16

30008 7 Output Status number 0 1 R Uint16

30009 8 Digital Inputs number 0 63 R Uint16

30010 9 Digital Outputs number 0 63 R Uint16

30011 10 Analog Input 1 Volts 0 1000 R Uint16

30012 11 Analog Output 1 Volts 0 1000 R Uint16

30013 12 Analog Output 2 Volts 0 1000 R Uint16

30014 13 Encoder pulses number 0 65535 R Uint16

30015 14 Speed m/min 0 65535 R Uint16

30016 15 Active Alarm number 0 65535 R Uint16

30017 16 Last Alarm 1 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30018 17 Last Alarm 2 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30019 18 Last Alarm 3 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30020 19 Last Alarm 4 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30021 20 Last Alarm 5 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30022 21 Estatistics: Total product number 0 65535 R Uint16

30023 22 Estatistics: Partial product number 0 65535 R Uint16

30024 23 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30025 24 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30026 25 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30027 26 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30028 27 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30029 28 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30030 29 number 0 65535 R Uint16

30031 30 Estatistics: Total product High number 0 65535 R Uint16

30032 31 Estatistics: Total product Low number 0 65535 R Uint16

Attention: If this option is used, the user is recommended to avoid an untimely 
start-up of the unit by connecting the external inhibit signal and activating the 
‘Enable inhibit signal’ option.
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HOLDING 
Register Address Description MAGNITUDE MIN MAX Read / Write TYPE

40001 0 Year number 2018 65535 R / W Uint16

40002 1 Month number 1 12 R / W Uint16

40003 2 Day number 1 31 R / W Uint16

40004 3 Hour number 0 23 R / W Uint16

40005 4 Minute number 0 59 R / W Uint16

40006 5 Second number 0 59 R / W Uint16

40007 6 Language number 0 5 R / W Uint16

40008 7 Status number 0 3 R / W Uint16

40009 8 Available product 
number number 0 100 R Uint16

40010 9 Selected product number 0 100 R / W Uint16

Values:

1 ----- 1: StarBi /  2: Micron Pump  /   3: Micron Gear  /  4: PS 20 NS  / 5:Macro  
4 ----- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
5 ----- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
6 ----- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
7 ----- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
8 ----- Bit0: FC1   Bit1:FC2 …   ->        0x11 = 0001 0001 =  FC1 ON  and FC5 ON
9 ----- Bit0: C1   Bit1:C2 …   ->        0x11 = 0001 0001 =  C1 ON  and C5 ON
10 ---- 0 to 10V  value * 100 :     854= 8,54V
11 ---- 1 to 10V  value * 100 :     854= 8,54V
12 ---- 2 to 10V  value * 100 :     854= 8,54V
30 ---- Since product was manufactured. If Total product Low =65535 then (High++ and Low=0)
31 ---- Since product was manufactured. If Total product Low =65535 then (High++ and Low=0)

Values:
6 ----- 0:English, 1:Spanish …
7 ----- STATUS: STOPPED (0), READY (1), RUNNING (2), MANUAL (3).

Modbus connections

DB9 Pin 1  = GND

DB9 Pin 5 = B (D1)

DB9 Pin 9 = A (D0)

2 Outputs

4/6 Outputs

4
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Comunicaciones Profibus

The unit comes with the option of an RS485 port for Profibus communications. 

The table is as follows:

Data Description Read / Write

0 Host Cmd R / W

1 Host Head R / W

2 Year R / W

3 Month R / W

4 Day R / W

5 Hour R / W

6 Minute R / W

7 Second R / W

8 Language R / W

9 Status R / W 

10 Available product number R 

11 Selected product R / W

12 reserved 12 R / W

13 reserved 13 R / W

14 reserved 14 R / W

15 reserved 15 R / W

16 reserved 16 R / W

17 reserved 17 R / W

18 reserved 18 R / W

19 reserved 19 R / W

20 reserved 20 R / W

21 reserved 21 R / W

22 reserved 22 R / W

23 reserved 23 R / W

24 reserved 24 R / W

25 reserved 25 R / W

26 reserved 26 R / W

27 reserved 27 R / W

28 reserved 28 R / W

29 reserved 29 R / W

30 reserved 30 R / W

31 reserved 31 R / W

32 reserved 32 R / W

33 reserved 33 R / W

34 reserved 34 R / W

35 reserved 35 R / W

36 reserved 36 R / W

37 reserved 37 R / W

38 reserved 38 R / W

39 reserved 39 R / W

Data Description Read / Write

40 reserved 40 R / W

41 reserved 41 R / W

42 reserved 42 R / W

43 reserved 43 R / W

44 reserved 44 R / W

45 reserved 45 R / W

46 reserved 46 R / W

47 reserved 47 R / W

48 reserved 48 R / W

49 Host Tail R / W

50 App Head R

51 Machine ID R

52 HMI Software version R

53 IO Software version R

54 Input Inhibition R

55 Input Temperature OK R

56 Output Error R

57 Output Status R

58 Digital Inputs R

59 Digital Outputs R

60 Analog Input 1 R

61 Analog Output 1 R

62 Analog Output 2 R

63 Encoder pulses R

64 Speed R

65 Active Alarm R

66 Last Alarm 1 R

67 Last Alarm 2 R

68 Last Alarm 3 R

69 Last Alarm 4 R

70 Last Alarm 5 R

71 Estatistics: Total product HIGH R

72 Estatistics: Total product LOW R

73 Estatistics: Partial product HIGH R

74 Estatistics: Partial product LOW R

75 Meler 1 R

76 Meler 2 R

77 reserved 77 R

78 reserved 78 R

79 reserved 79 R
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Values:
8 ----- 0:English, 1:Spanish …
9 ----- STATUS: STOPPED (0), READY (1), RUNNING (2), MANUAL (3). 
51 ---- 1: StarBi /  2: Micron Pump  /   3: Micron Gear  /  4: PS 20 NS  / 5:Macro  
54 ---- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
55 ---- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
56 ---- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
57 ---- 0: OFF  /  1:ON
58 ---- Bit0: FC1   Bit1:FC2 …   ->        0x11 = 0001 0001 =  FC1 ON  and FC5 ON
59 ---- Bit0: C1   Bit1:C2 …   ->        0x11 = 0001 0001 =  C1 ON  and C5 ON
60 ---- 0 to 10V  value * 100 :     854= 8,54V
61 ---- 1 to 10V  value * 100 :     854= 8,54V
62 ---- 2 to 10V  value * 100 :     854= 8,54V
71 ---- Since product was manufactured. If Total product Low =65535 then (High++ and Low=0)
72 ---- Since product was manufactured. If Total product Low =65535 then (High++ and Low=0)

Data Description Read / Write

80 reserved 80 R

81 reserved 81 R

82 reserved 82 R

83 reserved 83 R

84 reserved 84 R

85 reserved 85 R

86 reserved 86 R

87 reserved 87 R

88 reserved 88 R

89 reserved 89 R

Data Description Read / Write

90 reserved 90 R

91 reserved 91 R

92 reserved 92 R

93 reserved 93 R

94 reserved 94 R

95 reserved 95 R

96 reserved 96 R

97 reserved 97 R

98 reserved 98 R

99 app_tail R

2 Outputs

4/6 Outputs

4

Profibus connections
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To write over any writing variable (R/W), you must do the following:

1. Fill out all writing variables with the correct data.

2. Enter the following data in the HOST HEAD and HOST TAIL variables:

 HOST_HEAD      = 0x1111

 HOST_TAIL         = 0x2222

3. Enter in the HOST_CMD variable, the following writing command:

 HOST_CMD = 0XCA00

Once the variables are written, change the writing command to stop it from 
continuing to write.

4. Enter in the HOST_CMD variable, any command NOT to write:

 HOST_CMD = 0X0000  (for example)

Profibus interface

Pin Signal In/Out Description Conenct to

1 n. c. Not connected

2 n. c. Not connected

3 PB_B IO PROFIBUS B-Line PB-Interface

4 PB_RTS O Request-To-Send PB-Interface

5 GND_ISO Ground (isolated) PB-Interface

6 VCC_ISO VCC 5V (isolated) PB-Interface

7 n. c. Not connected

8 PB_A IO PROFIBUS A-Line PB-Interface

9 n. c. Not connected

SHIELD Shield Housing
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Application for PC

An optional application for PC(*) allows you to connect the unit with a USB port 
and perform the following functions:

• Update the HMI board software.

• Update the IOC board software.

• Make a complete backup of the system.

• Restore a complete backup of the system.

Warning: For more information consult your Focke Meler Representative or 
the Focke Meler Main Office.

(*) http://www.meler.eu/media/S00900010_PC_App_Installer.zip
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5. MANTENANCE
General

For the programmer and its peripherals to work correctly, some simple 
indications for the care and maintenance of the system must be followed.  
The periodicity of this care depends on the time of use, on the environmental 
conditions and on possible external aggressions (friction, splashes of 
adhesive, contact with high temperature areas, etc).  As a general rule, it is 
advisable to carry out a visual inspection once a month.

Warning: Before carrying out any intervention to the equipment, switch it off 
and unplug the power supply lead.

Outside cleaning

To keep the outside of the programmer clean, clean the equipment with a 
soft cloth (slightly moistened with water). Do not use solvents (turpentine, 
benzene, etc), which may deteriorate the equipment surface.

Do not replace the cable with another one of a type that is different from that 
provided by the equipment or recommended by Focke Meler. If in doubt, please 
check with your Focke Meler Representative or the Focke Meler Main Office.

The cleaning of the screen can be carried out with this same cloth using the 
screen lock function (see page 4-26) to ensure that no buttons are pressed.

Connection leads

Keep the equipment power supply lead in perfect conditions. Replace it if any 
deterioration is observed.

Also keep the leads of peripherals (applicators, photocells, encoder, etc) in 
excellent conditions. Replace them if any damage to them is observed (consult 
spare parts references).
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Calibrate the screen

If necessary, it is possible to calibrate the touchscreen.

1. Disconnect the power supply from the equipment.

2. Open the front door to access the HMI card.

3. Lower microswitch 8 on the HMI card to the OFF position. 

4. Connect the power supply to the equipment and turn it on.

5. Follow the calibrating instructions which appear on the screen.

6. Disconnect the power supply from the equipment.

7. Raise microswitch 8 on the HMI card to the ON position. 

ON

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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6. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

General

Supply voltage 100-240V ±10% 

Frequency 50/60Hz

Protection fuse StarBi 2 outputs: 2A FF 6.3x32 • StarBi 4/6 outputs: 3.15A FF 6.3x32

Total Power
StarBi 6 Outputs ---- 154W
StarBi 4 Outputs ---- 104W
StarBi 2 Outputs ---- 54W

Channel Power up to 25 W/channel (per pair of outputs)

Channels output voltage 24 VDC

Screen 7” Touchscreen

Output 0-10V (without insulation) 24 VDC (supply); 0 to 10 VDC (signal)

Output 0-10V (insulated) 0 to 10 VDC (signal)

Photocell/encoder 24 VDC (supply); 24 VDC PNP output (signal)

Number of Channels 2, 4 or 6

Number of Applicators per Channel 2

Number of Lines per Channel 8 (individual dotting)

Number of Photocells up to 6 (according to number of channels)

Number of Encoder/Input 0-10 V 1/1

Number of Channel Inhibitors 1

Maximum speed of main machine 600 m/min

Minimum application speed Programmable

Programming margin (encoder) 1-6550.0 mm

Programming margin (time) 1-6550.0 ms

Programmed tolerance ±0.1

Basic languages German, Spanish, French, English, Italian and Portuguese

Communications (optional) Modbus / Profibus

USB Port For backing up and updating software (Windows app)
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Interior use

Altitude up to 2,000m.

Room temperature between 5ºC and 40ºC

Relative maximum humidity of 80% for temperatures up to 31ºC, 
decreasing linearly to 50% relative humidity to 40ºC

Voltage fluctuations of the supply NETWORK which do not surpass ±10% 
nominal voltage

TRANSIENT OVERVOLTAGES up to the levels
of OVERVOLTAGE CATEGORY II

TEMPORARY OVERVOLTAGES which occur in the supply NETWORK

CONTAMINATION LEVEL II applicable to the usage environment

Environmental conditions
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StarBi 2 channels dimensions

  

MATERIAL/MATERIAL

TRATAMIENTO/
TREATMENT

VALIDADO/COMFIRMDIBUJADO/DESIGN

NOMBRE/NAME

FECHA/DATE

TITULO/TITLEESCALA/SCALE

REFERENCIA/
REFERENCE

SUS. A/
REPLACES

CATEGORIA/
RATE

DENOMINACION/DENOMINATION

HOJA Nº/
SHEET NUMBER

CARLOS
TELLECHEA
19/02/2018  

 

--

PROGRAMADOR DISPAROS STARBI-2-PNP-I0-0B
1 de 1 

 

                         

DPTO. OFICINA TECNICA

 

 

-----

-----
108100390 REV./

REV.
 -

Este plano es propiedad exclusiva de MELER GLUING SOLUTIONS Todos los derechos reservados. 
This drawing is owned sole of MELER GLUING SOLUTIONS All rights reserved.
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StarBi 4/6 channels dimensions

  

VALIDADO/COMFIRMDIBUJADO/DESIGN

NOMBRE/NAME

FECHA/DATE

TITULO/TITLE

ESCALA/SCALE

REFERENCIA/ REFERENCE

DENOMINACION/DENOMINATION

HOJA Nº/
SHEET NUMBER

C.T.B.

21/08/2018 21/08/2018
J.Z.G.

1:3

2203
PROGRAMADOR DISPAROS STARBI 4/6 SALIDAS

1 de 1 

PLANO IMPLANTACION

Este plano es propiedad exclusiva de MELER APLICADORES DE HOT - MELT S.A. Todos los derechos reservados. 
This drawing is owned sole of MELER APLICADORES DE HOT- MELT S.A. All rights reserved.

DPTO. OFICINA TECNICA

224

31
2
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14
3

1806,5

23
,7
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7. ACCESSORIES AND SPARE 
PARTS LIST
The list of the most common spare parts in the time controller device appears 
in this chapter in order to provide a quick and reliable guide to choosing them.

As a visual aid, general images of the parts are included and are numbered to 
help identify them in the list. 

The list includes the reference and name of the spare part.
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ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS LIST

Nº Ref. Description

1 150030490 Fuse 3.15 A 6.3x32 (for units with 4 or 6 outputs)

2 150025640 Fuse 2 A 6.3x32 (for units with 2 outputs)

3 150030600 Power supply 24 VDC 8.4 A (6 outputs)

4 150030610 Power supply 24 VDC 6.5 A (4 outputs)

5 150030620 Power supply 24 VDC 4.5 A (2 outputs)

6 150030630 HMI board

7 150030640 I/O board

8 150030650 HMI to I/O connection cable

9 150114470 Round main switch O/I

10 150030660 Type A 3-pin straight male M12 connector

11 150030670 Type B 3-pin straight male M12 connector

12 150030680 Type A 4-pin straight male M12 connector

13 150030690 Type B 4-pin straight male M12 connector

14 150030700 Type D 4-pin straight male M12 connector

15 150030710 Type A 5-pin straight male M12 connector

16 150030720 Type B 5-pin straight male M12 connector

17 150031010 StarBi Front Housing

Spare parts

8

6

7

1 2

3 4 5

9

10A

12A

12A

15A 16B 13B

11B 14D

3A 3B 4A 4B 4D 5A 5B10 A              11 B                 12 A                13 B               14 D                15 A                 16 B 

10 ... 16

0
V

0
V

17
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(*) Only for Solenoid valve cable 5/2 24DVC 12W UF ref. 112000240

Nº Ref. Description

1 150030540 Incremental encoder 200 pulses (PNP)

2 150030550 Incremental encoder 400 pulses (PNP)

3 150030500 Incremental encoder 1000 pulses (PNP)

4 150030780 Encoder cable 3 m connection to terminals

5 150030430 Encoder cable 3 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

5 150030890 Encoder cable 6 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

5 150030950 Encoder cable 9 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

6 150030790 Extension encoder 6m connection M12-M12

7 25010010 Encoder bracket for complete conveyor

8 25010011 Encoder bracket for complete shaft

9 25010016 Encoder wheel gaskets

10 25010017 Encoder wheel

11 150030570 Diffuse reflection photoelectric sensor M18 PNP 2 m

12 150030390 Diffuse reflection photoelectric sensor M18 PNP 2 m M12 connection (StarBi)

13 150030740 PNP optical fibre amplifier 

14 150030750 PNP optical fibre amplifier M12 connection (StarBi)

15 27000004 M6 reflection optical fibre

16 150030580 Photocell extension 3 m M12 connection to terminals

16 150031030 Photocell extension 6 m M12 connection to terminals

17 150030460 Photocell extension 3 m M12-M12 connection

17 150030800 Photocell extension 6 m M12-M12 connection

18 R0007897 Standard solenoid valve cable 3 m connection to terminals

18 R0009033 Standard solenoid valve cable 6 m connection to terminals

18 115002220 Standard solenoid valve cable 9 m connection to terminals

19 150030590 Standard solenoid valve cable 3 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

19 150030810 Standard solenoid valve cable 6 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

19 150030960 Standard solenoid valve cable 9 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

20 115001150 Solenoid valve cable  5/2 UF 3 m connection to terminals

20 150031060 Solenoid valve cable 5/2 UF 6 m connection to terminals

20 150031070 Solenoid valve cable 5/2 UF 9 m connection to terminals

20 150060140 Solenoid valve cable 5/2 UF 10 m connection to terminals

21 150030400 * Solenoid valve cable 5/2 UF 3 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

21 150030820 * Solenoid valve cable 5/2 UF 6 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

21 150031050 * Solenoid valve cable 5/2 UF 9 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)
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Nº Ref. Description

22 150030970 Extension Electrovalve cable 3m connection M12 (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

22 150030980 Extension Electrovalve cable 6m connection M12 (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

22 150030990 Extension Electrovalve cable 9m connection M12 (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

23 150031360 Electrovalve cable 5/2 UF PWM 3 m connection M12 (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

24 150030410 Analogue input cable 0-10 V 3 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

24 150030830 Analogue input cable 0-10 V 6 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

25 150030420 Analogue output cable 0-10 V 3 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

25 150030840 Analogue output cable 0-10 V 6 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

26 150031000 Extension analogue output 0-10V 6M connection M12 (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

27 150030440 Digital input cable 3 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

27 150030850 Cable entrada digital 6 m conexión M12 (Starbi 4/6 salidas)

28 150030450 Digital output cable 3 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

28 150030860 Digital output cable 6 m M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

29 16020001 Complete power cable 5 m

30 150094370 Electrical outlet cable 2 m USA (StarBi 2 outputs)

31 150030380 StarBi wall bracket 4/6 outputs

32 150030730 Articulated wall bracket StarBi 2 outputs

33 150030940 Vesa vertical mount StarBi 2 outputs

34 08000004 VP-200 pressure regulator accessory kit

35 150030480 VP-200 pressure regulator accessory kit M12 connection (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

36 150031250 Aerial connector VP-200 Starbi connection M12 with 3m of cable (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

37 115002450 Extension 3m. applicator series 33A Starbi M12 (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

38 150123770 Inductive sensor Starbi photocell connector (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

39 150031270 Compact photocell PNP mirror M12 0.3m (Starbi 4/6 outputs)

40 150031240 Cable 6m output 24V pedal at Starbi photocell infeed
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EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Product: PATTERN CONTROLLER

The manufacturer: Focke Meler Gluing Solutions, S.A.
Pol. Arazuri-Orkoien, c/B, nº3 A

E-31170 Arazuri - Navarra - Spain
— A Focke Group Company —

This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer.

Object of the declaration: Model:  STARBI 6 CHANNELS

  STARBI 4 CHANNELS  

  STARBI 2 CHANNELS

The object of the declaration described above is in conformity with the relevant Union harmonisation 
legislation:

• Directive 2014/35/EU on the harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating 
to the making available on the market of electrical equipment designed for use within 
certain voltage limits.

• Directive 2014/30/EU on the harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
electromagnetic compatibility .

• Directive 2011/65/EU and its amendments on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous 
substances in electrical and electronic equipment.

In reference to the harmonised standards: 
• EN 61010-1:2010. Safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement, control, and laboratory use - 

Part 1: General requirements.

• EN 61326-1:2013. Electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use — EMC requirements — 
Part 1: General requirements.

• EN 50581:2012. Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and electronic products with respect 
to the restriction of hazardous substances.

Signed in Arazuri, to date: 

Javier Aranguren
Managing Director

Original Declaration



For more information speak with your Focke Meler representative:

Focke Meler Gluing Solutions, S. A.
P.I. Arazuri-Orkoien, c/B, nº3 A
E - 31170 Arazuri - Navarra - Spain
Phone: +34 948 351 110
info@meler.eu - www.meler.eu

A Focke Group Company
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